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“Since the global financial crisis value stocks have tremendously
underperformed growth stocks. Do you think that the next decade

will be different?”
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Andraž Grahek
Managing Partner, Capital Genetics

The rational answer, based on the exuberant relative valuation of the global equitymarkets and
hence low single to negative implied future total returns, would be positive,meaning that value
stocks should faremuchbetter vs. growth stocks in the next decade. However, the environment
that would usher in the age of value, would undoubtedly have to be related to a protracted
lackluster or stagnant economic growth and deceleration of productivity presently driven by
technological progress. Value strategies haveworkedbest in so called secular bearmarkets, how
I tend to call the periods between years 2000 and 2010, 1968 and 1978 or 1929 and 1950. They
represent periods of consolidation and return to fundamentals, supported by long term
demographics. I expect such a secular bear market – a period of meager total returns (i.e.
including reinvested dividends) and above average volatility - to develop in the next decade. The
only question that remains is, how longwill it take for the passionate love affair with growth at
any price to stop. The bullwill notmove overwithout afight andnot before it is fully exhausted.
Thismay take several years to happen, but I do not believe it can last throughout themajority of
the next decade.

Piotr Palenik
PortfolioManager, Opoka TFI

Post-GFC era is also the era of tremendously cheapmoney from the central bank printers.When
you are assured that the economy will be stimulated “as long as needed” you tend to
underestimate the risk and prefer growth stocks,which – bydefinition – are riskier. Because I do
not believe that money will be printed in the same pace as for last 10 years I think value stocks
will stop underperforming.
There is also another reason for the outperformance of growth stocks i.e. technological [data]
revolution. Last decade was the time when Internet evolved from one of tools to the core of
modern life and business. Thanks to this really few growth companies disappointed. The
problem is that we are pretty saturated with Internet, especially in the developed countries. Of
course there are new candidates (e.g. AI, quantum computers), which could be the new drivers,
but they need time to become really common. Before they are common they can move selected
stocks butnot the entiremarkets. So also for this reason I think that thenext decadewill bemore
balanced in terms of growth vs value.
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Tomáš Pfeiler, CFA
PortfolioManager, Cyrrus

The claim that “value is dead” has become a popularmantra among professional investors over
the past years. The meteoric rise in big-tech stocks seemed to be unstoppable. Vaccine
breakthrough, however, triggered a massive rotation from growth to value stocks. Given the
long period of structural underperformance of value stocks, many market participants believe
that value has further to run. However, the reality is much more complex. First, there are
problems with classification. Value investing and standard valuation metrics such as P/B are
becoming less relevant with the mounting importance of intangibles. Many growth stocks
would be classified as value if intangibles were capitalized. Furthermore, recent value-
momentum convergence is also confusing for investors. Passive strategies are an obstacle to
value outperformance. They run on autopilot and given that the largest index constituents are
tech behemoths, their equity prices soar to stratospheric levels. The new cohort of retail
investors completely ignores fundamentals, andby and large, theyprefer growth stocks because
of their immense upside potential. For value to prevail, active institutional managers must
remain relevant actors in the investmentworld.

Richard Pokorný
Head of CapitalMarkets,MiddleCap

Webelieve there is ahighly probable scenariowherevalue stockswill outperformgrowth stocks
over next 1-3 years, as combination of economic recovery and possibility of materially higher
inflation (higher discount rates) generally favors value companies. Especially with record
dispersionbetweenvalue andgrowth companies at present time.However, in the long-term (10-
year investment horizon) we believe that reasonably valued quality companies with durable
competitive advantages and secular tailwinds will outperform typical value strategies.

Ondřej Koňák
PortfolioManager, Partners

Well, it`s difficult to say and to be honest I don`t know as the question is too general and the
answerdepends onmany factors that have tobe tackled properly. Forme,we are comparing two
different strategies with two different outcomes and every investor should decide which one
better match its risk profile and better fulfill its investment needs and expectations. I prefer
value to growth as growth stocks are more difficult to value, has no or very small dividend and
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are more sensitive to interest rate changes. From this very simple view, I would say that value
should outperform inupcomingyearsmainly due to gradualnormalization of interest rate cycle
that should havemore negative effect on growth stocks.

Pavel Kopeček
PortfolioManager, ČSOBAssetManagement

The most important thing to start with is the definition of growth and value stocks. According
toMSCI principles, value stocks are companies with lowmultiples like P/E or P/B, which is not
compliantwith the broaderdefinition of value. The past decade showed thatmanyof suchvalue
companies (MSCI definition) often lacked growth opportunities, were highly indebted or their
business model was becoming obsolete, which influenced their price. On top of that, AI,
robotics, and big data processing helped investors to pick true value companies. Those, looking
just at lowmultiples,were leftmainlywith value traps. On the other hand,many investors have
realized that current accounting standards fail to correctly treat intangibles and R&D costs on
the growth companies’ balance sheets. Together with falling interest rates, growth companies
became increasingly popular. To significantly reverse the trend, value stocks will need much
higher interest yields and rates, which would put higher discount rate on future profits of
growth companies. However, technological development and ageing population are secular
trends leading to structural low inflation and thus rates. Therefore, I consider current upswing
in the value/growth ratio as temporary given the flawed definition of value.

Čestmír Riesenfeld
Head of Analysts, PP AssetManagement

In my opinion outperformance of growth stocks is caused by the long-standing dovish policies
of the Fed and theECB.Central banks push interest rates low.Most professionals use discounted
cash flowmodels for target prices of stocks and in the world of low interest (and discount) rates
growth stocks lookmore promising than value stocks. To avoid the trap of low discount rates I
use P/Emultiples for detection of undervalued sectors and regions.
The second reason for outperformance of growth stocks is the huge amount of retail investors
on financial markets. The share of retail investors is right now the highest in this century. I
think this incomingmoney is mostly invested inwell-known brands, which are growth stocks.
I think dovish policies of the Fed and the ECB will last for at least another two years. Retail
investors will have easy access on the stockmarkets because of fintech applications like Revolut
or Robinhood. Therefore I see a room for further outperformance of growth stocks without
fundamental foundations.
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Tomáš Tyl
Senior Financial Analyst, Fichtner

In the long-term, markets tend to revert to the mean. After a decade when growth investment
style beat value investing, many expect style rotation. Value investing outperformed during
hard times. It was in the time of stagflation or after 2000 bubble burst. I don’t know if this will
happen during the next decade, but I prefer to be prepared for this scenario too.
But value vs growth question is not that simple. There is a lot of value traps on themarket. For
example, companieswith lowcurrent valuations often fall victimsof disruptors or othermarket
changes. Only cheap companies with sustainable business model can be considered as worthy
value stocks.
Growthstocks are story-driven in the short-term.Weareoverwhelmedby information. In these
times only powerful stories about huge future growth have a determining price impact. In the
long-term a lot of stories won’t materialize. Only a stock which delivers promised growth will
shine.
Some stocks, like Apple, are travelling between growth and value investment style.
I believe, in the long-term equities with real value will outperform. These stock are either in
value or growth indices.

Jan Záhumenský
Investment Analyst, Sirius Investiční Společnost

Extremely accommodative monetary policy made discounted value of growth
disproportionately more valuable, but I can’t blame it all on central banks. We saw a lot of
underlying growth coming from the technological sector which was an epicentrum of
innovation in the past decade. There’s little evidence to think that this decade would be
different. But where we have our concerns is that investors are too optimistic and, therefore,
have overpaid the future growthwhichwill notmeet their expectations.Now, function of value
stocks in a portfolio can be a two-fold. First, to provide a shelter once the expectations meet the
reality and, second, to decrease the sensitivity to interest rateswhichbegan rising recently amid
inflation worries. Making a forecast a decade into the future is out of my (and probably of
anybody’s) competence, but value stocks appear to be in for a good time.
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Matúš Strážnický
Investor

This rivalry between the growth vs value schools does not matter as soon as the investor is
comfortable with the portfolio’s risk-reward setup. The two approaches are joined at the hip;
growth is always a component in the calculation of value, constituting a variable whose
importance can range from negligible to enormous andwhose impact can be negative as well as
positive. This isWarren Buffet in his Letter to Shareholders 1992.
HowardMarks inhis latestmemo –SomethingofValue,had this Socratic value-growthdialogue
with his son Andrew (a growth investor). In this good read, Howard Marks as a pragmatic
diplomat ended up similarly asWarren Buffet, somewhere in between. The two (value/growth)
should never have been viewed as mutually exclusive to begin with. To conclude, after reading
thememo, I had the impression his sonwaswinning him over – to the growth side.

Štěpán Pírko
Managing Director & Chief Investment Officer, Bohemian Empire

The interest rate is a key variable that decides the outcome of this question. In my opinion, it
pays to monitor bond markets closely. After a huge bond selloff in February, which caused a
spike in global yields, growth tech stocks were hammered, while value stocks outperformed.
Some say that the rotation from growth to value has started. The logic behind thismovement is
obvious. Thanks to freemoney,many "promising" stocks can losemoneyyear after year and still
be able to outperform companies with a sound business model and strong fundamentals. At
some higher level of interest rates, the game changes radically, and some calculations and
extrapolations yield very different results. History teaches us that mean reversion is one of the
key principles in financial markets. Actual valuations and popularity of growth stocks is
reaching extreme levels. In the short term, the momentum can go on and it is not wise to fight
the trend and fight the Fed. Medium to long-term, in a few years, the fundamentals would
prevail and the excesses would be corrected.


